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**Alan Hedrick**

I’m Alan, I’m originally from Louisiana and I study Russian and Life Science Informatics. I play the pompous businessman who wants to get out of the building.

---

**Nina Shkolnik**

**Fearless Leader**

Courageously taking on the task of wrangling sixteen Russian students, Nina Shkolnik not only possesses an endless level of patience, but also an equally vast amount of red ink for marking grammatical errors. Her dedication to the task is greatly appreciated by her students, who have all greatly improved over the course of the year under her tutelage.

---

**Naiomi Gottschalk**

Naiomi Gottschalk is a warrior Spider from the seventh dimension who came specifically for this play. She is also a senior studying linguistics who loves nature and soviet movies.
Harrison Wladis
A sophomore from Syracuse, New York! This is his first acting performance after a 13 year hiatus, having played Mowgli in the Jungle Book in 2006. He is majoring in Communications and minoring in Russian. In his free time he likes to play basketball and watch The Office. He is a big fan of the Knicks and Yankees.

Yiling Zhong
A mediocre, in-debt international student.

Isabelle Kong
Isabelle is a junior in LSA double majoring in Computer Science and Russian. She will be playing Elena Malayeva, a junior scientific associate who recognizes the unfairness of the situation and decides to speak up about it.
Nyeri Shoshona Adolphus (Nina)

Noelle Lounsbury
I grew up in Arlington, VA and have loved living in Ann Arbor! I’m a first-year student majoring in Economics and minoring in Russian. I’m excited to continue my Russian studies, and begin Ukrainian next semester!

Hannah Parton
Hannah is a junior majoring in Spanish and Russian and minoring in Translation Studies. She was always horrible at learning foreign languages, and her mom can’t stop saying how she never could’ve foreseen the language thing that’s taken over her daughter’s life. Plus, Russian was kind of an accident, but she’s glad to be here. Her tastes in literature, music, and film change according to language.
Kinsey Johnson
I am a Junior studying Astronomy and Astrophysics, with a second major in Interdisciplinary Physics. Aside from the science that I am majoring in, I am minoring in Russian language and culture. I enjoy studying the politics and culture that comes with the language. Within my studies in science, I research black holes and the complex nature that revolves around them.

Parker Sovereign
how can mirrors be real if our eyes aren’t real?

Travis Trucker
Sophomore studying IOE. Voted most likely to never take a foreign language again in 8th grade.
Rachael Merritt
Rachael aspires to own her own brewery in Siberia, where she can entertain people with her tremendous acting skills. She has been preparing for the role of Guscov’s wife since the turbulence of her second marriage shaped her for the part of a nagging, desperate, desolate wife. With her free time Rachael enjoys chasing shots with black bread, pickles, and herring.

Kyle Arnashus
Student of the Russian language and arts. Aspires to write poetry in my dacha in Kamchatka. My hobbies are deep meditation, astrology, and reading Victorian literature. I am a devout evangelist and the source of my happiness is my beagle Ollie.

Ellen Model
Ellen is a sophomore in the BHS program in LSA. She loves biology, health, and society, but not as much as she loves Russian plays. She recently started in How it Never was as a tree. There, she perfected her acting skills to shine in this great performance today. Ellen is playing the role of a good girl, which is in stark contrast to her usual bad girl habits of riding her razor scooter around campus (without a helmet!!!). She hopes you all really enjoy this performance!
Charles Rinderle
After gringo-ing his way through high school Spanish, Charles, a student of Bert "The Machine", set off on a quest to take as many different languages as possible at UM, while failing to actually learn any of them. Wingdings and Cyrillic are the same, right?

Amanda Hardy
Amanda is a senior studying International Studies, German, Russian, and Ukrainian. She’ll be starting graduate school here in the fall. She loves travelling and exploring grocery stores at 2:00 am, likes hiking and being outside, and hates acting and public speaking. Fun fact: almost got arrested in the Czech Republic.

Sponsor Us!
We, the current 3rd-year class, are actively looking for sponsors for our future endeavors! In particular, if you have connections to either of these fine establishments, we’d love to chat!